OA 4202, Homework 5
Nedialko B. Dimitrov
1. (AMO)

Formulate this problem as a minimum cost flow problem.
An acceptable solution:
We create a bipartite graph. On the left, we have one node for each Serviceman. On the
right, we have one node for each Posting.
Service man i is connected to posting j if he is elligable for the posting. If he is elligable,
edge (i, j) has costs/lower/upper bounds equal to: (moving cost, 0, 1).
We give a supply of 1 to each serviceman, and a demand of 1 to each posting. That makes
the b(i) for serviceman i be −1 and the b(j) for posting j be 1.
2. (Adapted from AMO)
We are in charge of a food distribution warehouse. Our warehouse holds and ships out two
kinds of foods, apples and bananas. Apples are typically stored in a cube of boxes on a pallet.
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The pallet can be picked up by a fork-lift to be moved around the warehouse or to the loading
dock to ship things out. Bananas are stored in a similar way. A palate either holds boxes of
bananas or boxes of apples, but not both.
The warehouse is divided into three zones, the North, South, and East zone. Each zone, i,
can only store so many pallets Bi . Also, each zone i is di yards away from the loading dock.
Whenever a pallet is shipped out of the warehouse, a fork-lift has to go and pick up the pallet
from the zone containing the pallet, and bring it to the loading dock.
Every day, our warehouse ships aapples pallets of apples, and abananas pallets of bananas.
We would like to make the warehouse as efficient as possible, minimizing the movement of
fork-lifts. Formulate the problem of deciding which storage locations we should pick for apples
and bananas to minimize fork-lift movement as a minimum cost flow problem.
An acceptable solution:
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We have one node for apples, one node for bannanas, each with supply corresponding to the
number of pallets of each fruit that we ship every day.
We have one node for each zone of the warehouse. The fruit nodes are connected to the zone
nodes by arcs with (0, 0, ∞) cost/lower/upper bounds. The zone nodes are connected to a
super-sink node, t, by arcs with (di , 0, Bi ) cost/lower/upper.
3. (AMO)

Imagine that there are two classes of library items, say books and CDs. Also, imagine that
there are three possible storage locations. Formulate the problem finding a minimum cost
storage plan for our items as a minimum cost flow problem.
An acceptable solution:
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We have one node for each item, one node for each storage facility, and one super-sink.
We give each item node supply equal to ai , the total numberPof items of that type that have
to be stored. We give the super-sink node demand equal to i ai .
We connect each item node i to storage node j using an arc with data (ui vj , 0, 0). The cost
of this arc comes from the fact that we will, on average, retrieve an item of type i ui times
at cost vj each time. We connect each storage node to the super-sink using an arc with data
(0, 0, bj ). This arc captures the capacity of storage facility j.
4. (AMO)

An acceptable solution:
s
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We create a node for each time period. We also create one super-source node, s, and one
super-sink node, t.
We add edges from s to every period. These edges have data (pi , 0, αi ) and flow on these
edges represents purchasing an item. We add edges from every period to the following period.
These edges have data (wi , 0, βi ) and flow on these edges represents storing items. We also
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add edges from every period to t. These edges have data (−si , γi , ∞) and flow on these edges
represents selling an item.
Finally, we create one edge from t to s to create a feasible problem, where the optimization
decides the number of items are being bought/sold.
5. (AMO)

The book suggests you look at application 9.6, but that may not be very useful. One thing
that likely is useful, is looking at Figure 9.6 in the book as you are trying to create a graph
for this problem.
An acceptable solution:
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The picture above represents the graph for just the first four months.
We create a node for each month. The flow from January to February represents the cars
that we have during the month of January. Since we are required to have at least 430 cars
during the month of January, the lower bound on this flow is 430. We set up similar arcs for
the rest of the months.
We have to have one more node than the number of months we are modeling. So, if we model
everything up until April, we also have to have a node for May. That is because we need the
flow from the node for April to the node for May to signify the number of cars we have in
April. Similarly, if we are modeling everything up until June, we have to have one node for
July.
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We have 200 cars on Jan 1 and we have to give those cars back at the end of Feb. We
represent this as a supply of 200 on the node for Jan, and as a demand of 200 on the node for
March. That’s because we have those 200 cars for both the month of January and the month
of February.
Finally, the represent the possibility of entering a leasing contract, we add edges to create
cycles. A 3 month leasing contract ($1700) for leasing cars for the months of Jan, Feb, and
Mar shows up as a backward arc from Apr to Jan with data (1700, 0, ∞). Other possible
leasing contracts show up in a similar way. For example, a 4 month leasing contract for the
months of Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr shows up as an arc from May to Jan with a data (2200, 0, ∞).

6. (AMO)

An acceptable solution:
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We create a node for each contractor, a node for each district, a node for each (experienced,
district), (regular, district) pair, and two nodes s and t.
We add edges from each district j to t with data (0, rj , ∞). These represent the fact that we
need to hire rj contractors for the district. We add edges from the (experienced, district j)
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node to the district j node with data (0, 1, ∞). These represent the fact that each district
requires one experienced contractor. We add edges from (regular, district j( to district j with
data (0, 0, ∞), representing that there are no restrictions on the number of inexperienced
contractors we hire.
We add edges from experienced contractor i to all the nodes (experienced, district j) with
data (cij , 0, ∞). These represent that hiring a team from this contractor in district j costs cij
and that there are no restrictions on how many of them we hire from this particular provider
i. Similarly, we add edges from inexperienced contractor i0 to all the nodes (regular, district
j) with data (ci0 j , 0, ∞).
We add edges from s to each contractor i with data (0, 0, ui ), representing the fact that the
contractor only has ui teams available.
Finally, we add an edge from t to s with data (0, 0, ∞) to make the system feasible.
7. (AMO)

We’ll assume that hk > rk , because otherwise you would hire an infinite number of ships to
get an infinite amount of revenue. Also, assume that the shipping company starts out with
n ships.
An acceptable solution:
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n
We create a node for each year, and one additional node for the p + 1st year. That is because
the flow from node labeled Year 1 to the node labeled Year 2 represents the number of ships
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we have in year 1. We also create a rental node for each year we are modeling and a sink
node t.
We add edges from each year i to year i + 1 with data (−ri , d(i), ∞). These edges represent
that we are required to have d(i) ships in year i, and each ship gives us a revenue of ri . We
add edges from each year i to t with data (−si , 0, ∞). The flow on these edges is the number
of ships we sell in year i. Finally, we add edges from year i + 1 to the rental node for year i
and from the rental node for year i to year i. These edges have data (0, 0, ∞) and (hi , 0, ∞)
respectively. The flow on these edges represents the number of ships we rent in year i.
To represent the n ships we have to sell, we add a supply of n on Year 1 and a demand of n
on t.
This problem is very similar to the car rental problem. We could have dropped the rental
nodes entirely, and just had backward arcs from year i + 1 to year i with data (hi , 0, ∞).
8. (AMO)

An acceptable solution:
We create the same graph as in the tanker problem, but the with following data changes:
(a) The arcs from s to the start node of each shipment have data (5, 0, ∞), representing the
fact that it costs $5 to bring a ship into service.
(b) The arcs from the start node of each shipment, to the end node of the same shipment have
data (−shipment profit, 0, 1), meaning that we get a profit by completing the shipment.
The upper bound of 1 prevents the model from sending multiple ships to complete the
same shipment and thinking that its getting more profit for it.
How would you formulate the original tanker problem, where we have to complete all shipments but we want to use the minimum number of ships as a min-cost flow problem?
Is it faster to solve the original tanker problem in the min-cost-flow way or the max-flow way?

9. (AMO)
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Formulate this problem as a minimum cost flow problem.
An acceptable solution:
A method that does not work for solving this problem is to have a node for each run, and a
node for each bus driver. Then, the flow between a run and a bus driver signify the number
of hours assigned to the bus driver. This allows us to put nodes after the bus-driver node
that split his hours into regular pay and overtime pay. But, this doesn’t work because it may
assign part of a run to a bus driver. For example, consider having two morning runs with
7, 2 hours each and two afternoon runs with 12, 0 hours each, and overtime happens after
10 hours. Such a formulation would want to split up the 12 hour run amongst the two bus
drivers.
That is why this problem is essentially just about matching morning runs and afternoon runs.
The bus drivers don’t show up as nodes at all.
We create a graph where on the left we have morning runs, and on the right we have afternoon
runs. We connect each morning run with an edge to each afternoon run. The edge has data
( duration morning + duration afternoon - D, 0, ∞). This signifies that a matching of this
morning run and this afternoon run gives duration morning + duration afternoon - D over
time hours. To finish the formulation, we give each morning run a supply of 1 and each
afternoon run a demand of 1.
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